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ABSTRACT
The area of Video analytics has made some significant
improvement due to advancement in image processing and
datamining techniques. However, the inclination is still
towards image contents and less to mined contents owing to
many unsolved issues. Although concept of mining is more
than 2 decade old, but mining approaches are yet to be
standardized in the area of video surveillance system. With
evolution of newer set of challenges in video capturing,
existing mining models finds itself less applicable due to
unstructured format of dynamic frames. Hence, this paper
discusses about video analytics and presents a brief discussion
of frequently used mining approaches in video as well as
discussed some recent studies in this direction in order to
scale the degree of effectiveness in existing system. The paper
also presents research gap and provided solution as future line
of research as a possible way to overcome the research gap.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing trends of automation and data analysis,
video analytics has completely taken a new shape. The
existing video capturing devices like CCTV (Closed Circuit
Television) is able to continuously capture live feeds but
cannot perform identification of specific object based on
user’s requirement. A normal human can only keep the
concentration on multiple surveillance screens not more than
20 minutes. Moreover manual surveillance requires more
involvement of human intervention which is near to
impossible if the quantity of the surveilled area is very large.
Hence, a smart technique is required that can perform
monitoring of specific event or objects within the video. It can
be defined as a computational technique to process and
analyze a stream of video. At present various forms of visual
captured feeds are either stored in DVR (Digital Video
Recording) system or are either compressed or uploaded over
cloud. Hence, such a massive data goes completely unused
until and unless a datamining approach is applied on the top
of it [1]. However, there is a large range of complexities
associated with datamining as compared to data management
techniques [2]. Usually, the conventional datamining
approach can be easily applied over structured data whereas
in case of video data captured from multiple cameras are
highly unstructured in nature. This is the main reason which
results in less applicability of conventional data model
representation in video mining approach [3]. Therefore, in
order to develop a video analytical system, it is required to
convert the unstructured data to structured data and then only

mining could be applicable. Otherwise, it will result is slower
response time rendering it less applicable in real-time
applications of video-analytics. The existing system are more
on offline analytics and very less on online analysis as it can’t
handle the dynamics of the video frames and its associated
uncertain parameters. The present meaning of video analysis
is either an experimental prototype on controlled research
environment or performs analysis of the offline video dataset.
The application of video analytics ranges from analysis of
real-time scenario as well as to analyze offline video file in
order to extract the relevant information of interest [4]. A
typical video has three types of contents e.g. i) audio, ii)
video, and iii) text contents. Hence, in order to perform
datamining over a video, it is required that a standard
framework or a model to be chosen first in order to close the
bridge of semantic gap between low and high level of features
and concepts. Not only this, it is quite a difficult task to select
mining approaches over a video. One of the biggest
challenges is to extract a specific pattern with robust
modelling. An efficient video analytics must have the
capability of interpreting and applying the extracted
knowledge for dynamic ranges of the video frames. There are
multiple beneficial factors for the video analytics e.g. i) it
assists in minimizing range dimensional space of storage and
hence perform better storage optimization, ii) it allows
sophisticated training and learning approaches to precisely
detect the target semantics, iii) it also has capability to explore
contents of media for ensure proper delivery of media
contents as well as to allow all the advanced application to be
driven by media type, and iv) it must have the customizable
modelling for carrying out video indexing.
Therefore, this paper discusses about the core insights of the
video analytics and measure the level of effectiveness of the
existing techniques of video analytics. The paper also present
possible solution to overcome issues in the form of future
work. Section 2 discusses about an essential concept of video
analytics where the discussion is made with respect to video
processing, information retrieval, and datamining. Section 3
discusses about the frequently used techniques of analytics
followed by discrete discussion of recent research
contribution in this regards in Section 4. Section 5 highlights
the points for research gap and Section 6 discusses about
future Line of research meant to overcome research gap.
Finally, Section 7 makes concluding remarks.

2. ESSENTIALS OF VIDEO
ANALYTICS
Basically, video analytics are not a mere operation on mining
approaches towards video, but also perform value added task
in the knowledge discovery [5]. A typical video consists of
multiple information which is the source of interest for any
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data mining operation. There are three types of information
existing within a video e.g. i) low-level information (e.g.
texture, color, shape, etc.), ii) semantic information (e.g.
spatial factors-characters, location, objects etc. and temporal
factor-video sequences and movement of objects), and iii)
Syntactic information (salient objects, respective position and
timing attributes etc.) [6]. Another significant factors that
plays a crucial role in designing video analytics are
modalities. There are three types of video modalities viz. i)
auditory (music, speech, surrounding sounds), ii) visual (seen
of video), and iii) textual modalities (text contents of video)
[7]. In order to understand the core process of video analytics,
it is essential to understand the basic process of video
processing and video retrieval system followed by data
mining operation on video.

from the video contents. The prime reasons behind this are
absence of any knowledge-based frameworks that can extract
semantic contents from raw video data. Moreover there is no
standard representation of query for complex video structures.
The video data model is highly important as in order to
perform video analytical operation a robust data model is
required.

2.1 Video Processing

There can be multiple forms of features that can be extracted
from a single video frame e.g. color, histogram, edge, texture,
etc. However, with respect to the term video, the features can
have only two classification i.e. descriptive feature (caption,
keyword, time, size etc.) and content-based feature (whole
image, selected image patch). There can be also three types of
features (e.g. spatial features, audio feature, and temporal
features) which play a crucial role in performing data mining
operation over a video.

Video processing can be defined as an operation that takes the
input of video and suitable performs various mathematical or
signaling operations in order to make the video suitable for
subjecting it to specific algorithm. The prime step in video
processing is to perform transformation that converts nonstructured video to structured video data. Depending on the
types of contents, the process of structuring the video data is
of two types i.e. scripted and unscripted video data. The
scripted data are generated by controlled environment (movie
file) while unscripted one is directly generated from real
scene (e.g. CCTV footage, traffic scene etc.). Normally, the
video clip is bigger in size and hence it is necessary to
suitably partition it avoid long sequences of video. Fig.1
shows that for a given video, initially scenes are identified
followed by identification of video group, shots, and key
frames. All these respective information are seeked during the
mining operation over video data.

Video

2.3 Video Segmentation
Segmentation has always been the first step of video
processing as it assists in segmenting the track of video into a
very smaller units with a supportability of subsequent
important task e.g. semantic representation, video indexing,
tracking etc.

2.4 Feature Extraction

2.5 Video Information Retrieval
Video information retrieval system can be defined as a
specific form of multimedia database management that
responds to user’s query for a particular video by returning
matching video. The manipulation of the video data is taken
care of in order to perform and efficient video information
retrieval system. The most significant step involved in this
process are to identify boundary of shot, generation of
features (low-level) from key frames. Apart from this, the
most significant method of video information retrieval system
is as follows:

2.6 Video Abstraction
Scenes
Video Group
Shots

Also known as video summarization, video abstraction is a
process of consolidating the essential frames of the video. The
process retains only the frames with non-repetitive
information in sequence and considers it as a summary of the
entire video. There is another similar process called as video
skimming. This process is also used in building video
analytics [9].

2.7 Video Annotation
Key Frames
Fig 1: Hierarchy of video frame
Fig.1 shows some of the essential elements of a video which
are required to be extracted in order to apply video mining
operations. A video can be defined a frame sequences with
both images and sound. A scene can be defined as a
aggregation of adjacent groups that are temporally and
semantically associated. A video group can be defined as an
transitional component between the semantic scene and
physical shots. A shot can be defined as frame sequences
obtained from one camera. A key frame can be defined as
visual contents with saliency features. Following are the
important operations involved in video processing [8].

2.2 Video Data Model
It is highly essential to have a standard data model of a video
as conventional model or even an object-oriented data
framework doesn’t support extraction of specific information

The process of video annotation involves appending a suitable
keyword which is displayed exactly at the same time of
commentaries in video. The annotation is done using text
which acts for a purpose of video retrieval system. There are
three types of video annotation process e.g. rule-based,
statistics based, and hybrid annotation based. Video
annotation plays a significant role in video analytical
operation as text-based annotation assists in fulfilling the
semantic needs for solving query problems in mining
operation [10].

2.8 Data Mining on Video
The process of data mining when applied to a video data
performs implicit discovery of knowledge and develops
relationship among the video data. The datamining techniques
are responsible for involuntary extraction of structures as well
as contents of the video, correlational factors of spatial and
temporal features, discovery of hidden patterns in a video, etc.
However, the process of video information retrieval system
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shouldn’t be confused with video mining techniques. Fig.2
shows the relationship between video information retrieval
systems with mining system.
Video Database

Video Scripts Patterns
as Meta Data

Video
Information
Retrieval

Video Mining

Patterns and
Trends

Fig 2: Relation between video information retrieval and
mining
Video information retrieval system is just a part of mining
operation on video. However, there are multiple related area
e.g. pattern recognition, video processing, and video
information retrieval system, which are somewhat thought of
similar technique with video analytics. Both video mining
process and pattern recognition deals with extraction of
features but with different patterns. The motive of video
mining approach is to generate all possible forms of patterns
whereas motive of pattern recognition is only to recognize
certain standards of patterns. Both video mining and video
processing are quite subjective in nature. The motive of video
mining is to acquire pattern from sequences of frame whereas
video processing is more involved in feature extraction
process. The difference between video information retrieval
system and video mining process is that former is more over
data management and latter is more involved in data mining
operation. For clear understanding, the standard operation of
video mining is shown in Fig.3.

operation is performed over spatial and temporal features of a
video dataset. The spatial feature will consists of texture, text,
color, edge, shape, etc. whereas the temporal features will be
the motion of the object. At present, majority of the video
comes with text-related features that can be deployed for
highlighting significant events within the video dataset. The
source of an origination of the text from the video are i)
superimposed text (e.g. subtitles), ii) scene text, iii) and
inbuilt recognition of speech within the video. The next
section gives elaborated insight of the techniques of the video
analytics introduced by the research community till date.

3. TECHNIQUES ON VIDEO
ANALYTICS
This section discusses about the technique of video analytics
introduced by various researchers till date. The various
standard and frequently used techniques are as follows:

3.1 Video Clustering
The mechanism of video clustering technique involves
performing clustering to the video data into multiple
categories. It can also be represented as a learning technique
(unsupervised) for knowledge discovery from specific dataset.
Fig.4 highlights an important steps involved in clustering
process. One of the challenging problem in this operation is to
perform clustering on video sequences for extracting
information about specific activity for a given stream of
video.
The clustering mechanism significantly assists in discovery of
specific activity, surveillance, indexing video etc. [11]. There
are various types of clustering algorithms e.g. hierarchical
[12], grid-based [13], partitioning [14], density-based [15],
etc. Clustering phenomenon directly assists in solving
classification problems in video mining operation.
Video Frame Sequence

Shot Detection
Video Frame Sequence

Key Frame Extraction

Stage 2:
Feature Extraction

Stage 3:
Indexing and
Clustering

Meta Data and Knowledge Base

Stage 1:
Grouping Frames to
Segments

Feature Extraction &
Similarity
Computation

Clustering of
Keyframes

Semantic Interpretation

Stage 4:
Video Data Mining

Query and
Retrieval System

Stage 5:
Video Data
Compression
Database

Fig 3: Standard Video Mining Process
Video mining technique can be represented as form of
automated pattern discovery process where a mining

Fig 4: Mechanism of Video Clustering

3.2 Semantic Operation
There are various techniques which majorly uses association
rule as a part of video mining technique. Such technique
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basically integrates association rule with video processing in
order to extract knowledge. Fig.5 shows a unique technique
where video streams are subjected to semantic based
operation in order to generate association rules. Usage of such
concept can be seen in the work done in [16] [17].
Testing
Data

Video
Stream

Feature
Extraction and
Normallration

Training
Data

Discrettrati
on

4.1 Monitoring Human Behaviour
It is possible perform identification of the human behaviour
using video analytics. The process (Fig.6) takes the video feed
and applies segmentation followed by background/foreground
extraction. Usually, in this segmentation, existing techniques
uses head motion detection, motion tracking, and contact
detection in order to understand the activity of the perform.
The system can than perform classification of activity based
on need. Such forms of application can be seen in the work
carried out by [25], [26], [27].
Real World
Input Video

Segmenting Video
into Frames

Foreground
Extraction

Background
Extraction

Motion
Tracking

MCA
Based
Correlation

Detected
Concepts

Classificati
on

Percentage
Information

Head
Motion
Detection

Contact
Detection

Activity
Classification

Weighted
Rule
Generation

Suspicious
Activity

Normal
Activity

Fig 6: Scheme to Monitor Human Behaviour
Fig 5: Semantic Operation in Video Mining

3.3 Pattern Mining
Video pattern mining is a technique of identifying specific
pattern (predefined) that corresponds with specific video
events. Usage of pattern mining concept can be seen in the
work done in [18] [19] [20].

3.4 Structure Mining
The prime task of video structure mining is to perform
detection of potential content structure for the purpose of
performing arbitrary access to video. It can be also defined as
identification of logical structure of a video using multiple
techniques. Usage of structure mining concept can be seen in
the work done in [21] [22].

3.5 Motion Mining
Motion can be stated a prime temporal feature present in one
video and they are more consistent/objective in nature
compared to other video features. There are various
approaches for detection of moving objects considering
camera motion as it plays a significant role in video motion
detection over analytical operation. Usage of motion mining
concept can be seen in the work done in [23] [24].
The next section discusses about the applications of video
analytics.

4. APPLICATIONS OF VIDEO
ANALYTICS
As video analytics takes the input video and convert it to a
specific form of structured data hence there are higher
chances of extraction of more features which can be further
subjected to sophisticated mining operation. Various
applications of video analytics are as follows:

4.2 Movie Classification
Classification of a movie file may be one of the most
demanded applications in the big world of entertainment. In
such mechanism, video frame sequences are considered as an
input followed by detection of shot boundaries. This step is
then followed by extraction of various features (could be both
temporal and spatial) e.g. shot length, motion, color etc.
Various forms of optimization techniques could be used to
perform classification process. Such forms of application can
be seen in the work carried out by [28], [29], [30].
CART Neural
Network
Video Frame
Sequence

Shot Boundary
Detection

Feature
Extraction

Movie Classifier

Color Motion
Shot Length
Movie Type

Fig 7: Scheme to Classify Movie

4.3 Commercial Video Mining
Various videos like commercials, news video, sports video,
documentaries etc. can be used for performing video mining
operation. Such videos are taken as an input from where the
video shots are detected. Feature extraction is followed by pre
filtering of the data and classification rules. Such forms of
application can be seen in the work carried out by [31], [32],
[33].
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traffic-based information to customers. Hence, there are
multiple positive advantages where video analytics could be
useful. The next section discusses about existing techniques.

Soccer Video
Shots

5. EXISTING TECHNIQUES OF VA
Video Shot
Detection

Visual
Feature
Extraction
Audio
Feature
Extraction
Feature
Extraction

Data Pre
Filtering

Classification
Rules
Data Mining

Soccer Goal Shots

Fig 8: Scheme to perform commercial video mining

4.4 Identification of Abnormal objects
Video analytics can also be used for identifying abnormal
objects from the given scene capture of a video. The
technique allows taking the raw video from which the audio
and visual features are extracted followed by video
segmentation. A binarized approach for classification of data
is obtained in order to perform online classification
techniques, which finally results in identification of abnormal
segments. Such forms of application can be seen in the work
carried out by [34], [35].
Audio-Visual
Feature
Extraction
Raw Video
and Audio
Streams

Video
Segmentation

Motion Audio
Features Features

Binarization
of Real
Valued Data

Online
Classification

Feature
Selection
by ARM

Obtain
Representative

Send the
Abnormal
Segment

Fig 9: Identification Processes of Abnormal Objects
Apart from this, there are multiple utility of video analytics
e.g. i) identification of suspicious tampering of camera, ii)
identification of vehicles parked beyond time limit, iii)
capturing customer traffic at sales point to improve customer
management, iv) identification of region of more interest and
less interest in a commercial location, v) tracking minor
movement of patient under coma stage, vi) improves
transportation decision system by leveraging navigational and

This section discusses about the existing techniques of the
Video Analytics (VA).
The most recent study towards video analytics was carried out
by Angelov et al. [36] intended to carry out real-time analysis
of video. The technique uses iterative estimation of density
and local average of clustering. The technique applies Lucas
Kanade algorithm as well as RANSAC algorithm to perform
better detection of object from air borne vehicle. Aradhya and
Pavithra [37] have presented a study that performs
identification of text from the videos with multiple language.
The technique uses Gabor filter, wavelet transform, and kmeans clustering in order to perform video indexing.
Although, the study is not directly an application of video
analytics but its mechanism is highly assistive in video
analytics. Aryanfar et al. [38] have used a conventional
classifier (support vector machine and naïve Bayes) in order
to recognize the human action. The outcome of the study was
compared with existing mechanism to find approximately
90% of recognition rate. Most recent, the actual study towards
video analytics was seen in the work of Ayed et al. [39]. The
author have used MapReduce model in order to perform
mining of video dataset. The study outcome was testified with
visual outcomes, classic model time, and processing time
taken by MapReduce. Cai et al. [40] have discussed about the
video analytics in order to gauge the engagement of
customers. Author has used statistical approach to perform
prediction of the video. Chen et al. [41] have presented a
model called as PeakVizor which intends to extract the
patterns of sophisticated learning mechanism of online
courses. The study uses Glyph visualization technique in
order to perform data abstraction as well as peak detection
from MOOC (Massive Open Online Courses) videos. The
study also assists in formulating correlation among different
online users. Kim et al. [42] have developed a technique that
can perform identification of outlying behaviour of user. The
analytical module design by the authors considers the inputs
as movement of users from webcam and that apply
multimodal feature for collecting data followed by data
refinement. The data for facial expression, facial movement,
log data, audio data to perform classification of the outliers.
Study on video surveillance was also carried out by Mao et al.
[43]. The author have presented a unique traceability
mechanism for system over video surveillance system. The
technique also introduces a background modelling using
trajectory generation for the purpose of food traceability
system.
Shao and Fu [44] have discussed about video analytics which
uses multiple view and self-learning algorithm. The study
uses three different models e.g. a learning model, feature
extraction model, and self-learning model. Xu et al. [45] have
presented a technique that enables performing mining
operation on three dimensional data of video residing over
cloud environment. The technique also performs
cryptographic process over the data. The outcome of the study
was evaluated with respect to the time required for original
and encrypted video coding. Riahi et al. [46] have studied
outlier detection using Bayes network over relational dataset.
The technique presents a simple framework for performing
anomaly detection from a given relational data suing Bayes
network based learning. The system also has a rating
mechanism. Descriptive Statistical parameters (e.g. minimum,
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maximum, standard deviation, mean) were used for
evaluating the success metric of multiple dataset
Potapov et al. [47] have presented a technique that performs
summarization of a particular video. The technique allows
performing a segmentation process to generate a segments
with semantic factor. The technique uses kernel temporal
segmentation process which allows rejecting the frames with
nearly corresponding values which after applying to support
vector machines performs summarization of video.
Thilagavathy et al. [48] have presented a technique that uses
neural network for performing extraction of text from
multimedia file system. The technique initially obtain key
frame from the video where the text region indictor is used
along with minimum spanning tree. Cong et al. [49] have
presented a study that perform searching anomalies in video
considering the cluttered scene. The technique perform
segmentation based on distance and time and then uses
descriptor. In order to perform detection of anomaly, the
technique uses abnormal occasion matching technique. Study
towards anomaly detection was carried out by Bertini et al.
[50]. Similar work has also been carried out by Jiang et al.
[51]. However, the technique differs from others by
incorporating context-awareness. The technique uses spatiotemporal approach to identify the point anomaly, sequential
anomaly, and co-occurrence anomaly for video objects. The
study uses a hierarchical data mining approach on both single
and double objects video.

Deldjoo et al. [52] have presented a technique that can
perform extraction of visual features in order to perform video
recommendation based on its contents. Nomiya et al. [53]
have presented a mechanism that can extract emotion-based
information from the video. The technique uses an
unsupervised learning-based approach using multiple facial
expression factors. Devasena and Hemalatha [54] have
presented a unique mining technique for videos which is
based on clustering process. The technique also uses self
organizing map for further training process. The study
outcome was tested using 5 different video dataset. Kumar et
al. [55] have developed a technique which perform faster
extraction of text from the video, which is potentially
important to develop a design of video analytics. Saligrama
et al. [56] have presented a statistical approach for
identification of video anomaly. The authors have also
discussed various other strategies for activity detection
mechanism in video. Surekha et al. [57] have presented a
unique mining approach that integrates conventional mining
with social network analysis. The author have also discussed
about different feature and charecteristics of data over internet
to perform mining operation. The study outcome was tested
with respect to centrality concept of the social network
analysis. However, the study is more inclined on sentiment
analysis from the video with precision of 88% found in the
outcome study. Table 1 summarizes the existing techniques.

Table 1: Summary of Existing Techniques
Authors
Angelov et al. [36]

Techniques
Lucas-Kanade Algorithm, RANSAC

Advantage
Faster processing

Aradhya [37]
Aryanfar et al. [38]
Ayed et al. [39]

Video indexing using wavelets, Gabor
Filter, k-means clustering
support vector machine and naïve Bayes
Mining with MapReduce, Wavelets

-supports video indexing for
English & Kannada language
-Good Recognition rate
-Reduce processing time

Cai et al. [40]

Statistical Analysis

Good precision

Chen et al. [41]

PeakVizor, Glyph visualization

-Interactive detection of user’s
online behaviour

Kim et al. [42]

Morphological study of facial expression

-ideal for online games

Mao et al. [43]

Video traceability

Accurate target extraction

Shao and Fu [44]

Self-learning algorithm, deep learning

-Can read variable illuminative
frame condition

Xu et al. [45]

Encoding 3D video, Cryptography

-Secured data encoding

Riahi et al. [46]

Statistical approach, Bayes network
based learning
Kernel-based temporal segmentation,
support vector machine

-Effective
correlation-based
rating system
-better
performance
of
temporal segmentation

Thilagavathy [48]

Neural network, minimum spanning tree,
Optical character recognition

Simple technique to extract
text

Cong et al. [49],

Spatio-temporal segmentation

-Good performance of true

Potapov et al. [47]

Limitation
Not meant of sophisticated
analytical operation
Not tested for analytics
Not tested for analytics
-No comparative analysis
-No complexity Analysis
-No comparative analysis
-No complexity Analysis
-Doesn’t work online
-cannot perform classification
-No complexity Analysis
-No comparative analysis
-No complexity Analysis
-Doesn’t include high level of
data extraction or mining.
-No benchmarking
-No Numerical analysis
-Algorithm Effectiveness not
discussed
-No comparative analysis
-No complexity Analysis
-use of Encryption leads to
complexity.
-Not applicable for online
video.
-No comparative analysis
-No complexity Analysis
-No numerical analysis
-No benchmarked studies
-No complexity analysis
-No numerical analysis
-No benchmarked studies
-No complexity analysis
- No complexity analysis
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Bertini et al. [50]
Jiang et al. [51]

Spatio-temporal context

Deldjoo et al. [52]

Feature extraction

Nomiya et al. [53]

Emotion-based
recognition

Devasena [54]

Clustering using Lorenz Information
Measure, Self-Organizing Map

Supports simple video mining
approach

Kumar et al. [55]

Text extraction from video

Surekha et al. [56]

Social network analysis

Simple & cost efficient
approach, better recall rate
88% accuracy

facial

positive rate.
Good realization of detection
rate
-better entropy performance
expression

6. RESEARCH GAP
This section discusses about the research gap after reviewing
the existing techniques of video analytics:

6.1 Less Supportability of Existing
Techniques
All the mining techniques discussed in this paper as well as
presented till date just consider video as a structured data
which is far from reality. Majority of the upcoming future
technology will use visual sensors in order to capture the
visuals which are interconnected with each other. This will
mean that overall database may be quite unstructured one.
None of the work till date has explained how the
unstructured data is converted to structured data.
Conventional datamining algorithms can be never used over
unstructured and bigger streams of data as it doesn’t have
any standard data model representation. At present, we have
MapReduce to perform this operation, but again MapReduce
has its own limitations towards video processing.

6.2 Less Work towards Outlier Detection
At present, there are certain degree of work that has
considered a smaller clip of video to detect abnormal event.
However, outlier detection is quite a difficult task in video
analytics. Extraction of outlier as patterns using unsupervised
learning technique is again a big research gap owing to more
number of uncertain variances and differences among the
feature. Also less focus in laid on considering contextual
factors.

6.3 Less Standard Studies
Majority of the research work implemented till date are not
benchmarked and doesn’t speak about algorithm
computational complexity. Because of this, it is quite a hard
task to find the best algorithm performance as the better
performance in papers are claimed on the basis on controlled
environment of standard dataset, which doesn’t ensures its
performance with real-time environment. Majority of the
retrieval results is designed on the basis of low-level
features, which yield poor outcomes in terms of sensitivity,
specificity, f1-score, etc.

-better detection accuracy

-No benchmarked studies
-No complexity analysis
-Doesn’t support mining
- No complexity analysis
-Not applicable for video
analytics with multiple and big
number of faces
-Outcomes not benchmarked
-No benchmarking
-No discussion of complexity
handling.
No discussion of complexity
handling.
-No applicable for online
videos
-No Scope of optimization
-No discussion of time
complexity.

106 conference papers published between the year 2010 to
2016 found to discuss to some extent about event mining
from video.
The existing system has used textual
information majorly in doing this task. But, neither textual
information nor visual information separately cannot perform
event information with satisfactory outcomes. We don’t find
much mathematical modelling in this regard either.
Hence, there is a serious need to perform in-depth
investigation on video analytics as we feel that this is still in
developing stage and needs more attention. Cost effective
datamining with faster response time is yet to be seen in this
regards

7. UPCOMING LINE OF RESEARCH
This section presents our future work which is motivated by
the findings of our survey to existing approaches of video
analytics.

7.1 Framework for Outlier Identification
in Video
The prime aim of this framework is to perform identification
of outlier in the video. The schematic diagram of the
proposed stages is shown in Fig.10. There are two types of
video event outlier i.e. i) primary outlier and ii) secondary
outlier. The primary outlier can be said to be a significant
event in a video that is very much different from its temporal
and spatial adjacent events. The secondary outlier can be said
to be occurrences of multiple number of abnormal events. A
closer look into the existing research towards video analytics
will show that majority of its research are more focused on
addressing the problems of primary outlier but quite less on
secondary outlier. Example of primary outlier is an object in
a video with abnormal structure or velocity, whereas
example of secondary outlier can be traffic scenarios. Hence,
a tertiary outlier would be much worst i.e. exploring events
that have minimal feasibility of occurrence in a video.

6.4 Less Research on Event Mining
There are massive number of focused on object detection,
tracking, and recognition, however, there is no single work
focused on event mining. However, there are 25 journals and
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Fig 10: Schema to be adopted in Outlier Detection
This section therefore illustrates the problems being
identified followed by methodology to be adopted and its
associated benefits.

7.2 Problem Identification
Study towards automated video surveillance will call for
identification of all possible outliers, which can be
represented as problem of behaviour classification.
Normally, there are various forms of visual sensors that
capture the event representing the behaviour of monitored
targets with presence of certain behaviour to be considered as
outlier. The raw signal is normally subjected to the process
of feature extraction that is again subjected to learning
approaches for identification of outliers. The applications
pertaining to automated identifications of outliers are quite
useful for minimizing the need of unnecessary data quantity
to be processed. Unfortunately, till date there were no
research works focusing on in-depth investigation on
behaviour classification by identifying the outliers from
video.

7.3 Methodology To be Adopted
The core technique adopted for identification of outlier is by
investigating the availability of local patterns from the input
video. At the initial level, a histogram is constructed for the
purpose of extracting local features with more complex
patterns. The next step is to apply the probability theory for
evaluating the amount of outliers available in the data. For
precise in identification of outliers, the system integrates
context information of both temporal and spatial factors. As
an outcome, a precise identification of outliers can be
expected. Following are the indicative steps to be followed
for developing this framework:


Develop a novel mathematical modelling that can
extract the local patterns of the video.



The system will also use bag of visual words model for
extracting the local patterns in the video



To develop an empirical modelling for minimizing the
errors during the reconstruction of an image using
sparsity of a vector.



To develop a learning approach along with construction
of novel mechanism of histogram calculations for
further automating the feature extraction process.





To consider multiple challenging scenarios considering
both real-time and synthetic video (and video
sequences) dataset for testifying the success rate of this
technique.



To measure the effectiveness of this model with respect
to true / false positive.

Mathematical Modelling

To develop a novel identification model for enhancing
the localization charecteristics of outliers in the video.

7.4 Benefits
This model can offer a true estimation of outliers for a given
video. As the proposed study considers adopting probability
theory, hence, its response can be expected to be
instantaneous as well highly accurate. It is also anticipated
that proposed system will offer 95% precision for
identification of outliers from multiple forms of video inputs
that will positively affect the sophisticated analysis of the
video.

8. CONCLUSION
This paper has discussed about the significance of video
analytics as an emerging research area of unsupervised
extraction of significant patterns from a given contents of
video. The paper also emphasize that conventional mining
techniques are not so easy to be applied over video as it is
quite a challenging task to establish a hidden relationship
about th segments or objects present within the components
of the video. This makes the area of video analytics more
interesting and worthy to carry out further investigation. The
paper has also reviewed all the significant papers published
during the year 2010 to 2016 and explored significant
research gap. After reviewing the limitation and research
gap, we discuss about our plan for future line-of research in
order to address some of the significant problems in video
analytics. We believe that our upcoming video analytical
framework will be able to overcome some of the existing
research gap to a larger degree.
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